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BAMBOO HANDICRAFT INDUSTRY IN JALPAIGURI -A CASE STUDY OF JALPAIGURI SADAR BLOCK



and the data will be depicted by tables. For the selection of bamboo handicraft clusters snowball sampling technique and for collecting data, artisans are selected randomly. Key Words: Bamboo Handicrafts, Artisans, clusters, Jalpaiguri



By: Dr. Kanchan Datta Department of Economics,University of North Bengal, [email protected]



Handicrafts are our heritage of aesthetics, creativity and artistry. The sector represents economic lifeline of the vulnerable sections of the society. It provides low cost, green livelihood opportunities to the weaker sections of the society. Industry uses conventional manual methods instead of advanced technology for making various items. It is an unorganized, decentralized, labour intensive cottage industry. This sector, which forms a major part of this rich cultural heritage of the country, utilizes the traditional skill of artisans in various crafts such as wooden ware, bamboo, cane, metal ware, textile weaving & printing, marble & stone crafts, leather works, jewellery etc. This skill is handed down from generation to generation in the form of family tradition. True to its name, the “Handicraft” (crafts made by hands) industry.



Introduction: International Labour Organisation (ILO) defines handicrafts as a part of economic activity characterized by certain features like reliance on local available resources and skills, family ownership, small scale operations, labour intensity, traditional technology, skill generally acquired outside the formal school system, unregulated and competitive markets. Development Commissioner (Handicraft) in 1989 defines, “Handicrafts are items made by hand, often with the use of simple tools and generally artistic and/or traditional in nature. They include objects of utility and objects of decoration.” UNCTAD(1997) defines “Artisanal Products are those produced by artisans, either completely by hand, or with the help of hand tools, or even mechanical means, as long as the direct manual contribution of the artisan remains the most substantial component of the finished product. The special nature of artisanal products derives from their distinctive features which can be utilitarian, aesthetic, creative, culturally attached, decorative, functional, traditional, religiously and socially symbolic and significant.”



India is known for its rich culture which includes many art forms. Indian handicrafts industry has a history of several centuries. The artisans in the earlier days were known worldwide for their skill and craftsmanship. These craftsmen not only satisfied the inland consumption need of the country but also portrayed the picture of their motherland India in various corners of the globe as the manufacturing hub of miraculous handicrafts. But now the situation is changing. With the advancement of technology and so the availability of various plastic products the livelihood pattern of our tradition handicraft artisans are at stake. Most of them are reluctant to bring their next generation in family business. In this context it become pertinent to investigate or highlight the actual situation of our handicraft products and condition of artisans. This paper tries to explore the problems of bamboo handicraft industry in Jalpaiguri Sadar Block, To sketch the socioeconomic profile of the artisans, and to suggest strategies to improve the condition of the bamboo handicraft industry in Jalpaiguri.



True to its name, the “Handicraft” (crafts made by hands) industry. Those people who have been preserving the talent and the traditions of making Indian handicraft goods called Indian artisans. Handicrafts are classified in two main categories. i. Articles that are generally used in day to day uses and ii. Decorative items. Some World famous India’s Handicrafts are iii. Wood Work – from Saharanpur, Uttar Pradesh iv. Paper Mache – from Srinagar, Jammu & Kashmir v. Ceramic – from Jaipur, Rajasthan vi. Semi-Precious Jewelry, Kolhapuri chappals – from Maharashtra vii. Ajrakh - Block Printing – Gujarat



This study is based on both secondary and primary data The primary data will be collected through structured questionnaire. Some photograph’s may be given to show the picture of products, living conditions of the artisans 146
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Applique – Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh Batik, Terracotta , Baluchari Saris, Cane and Bamboo – West Bengal, Cane and bamboo crafts, handlooms and basketry etc.-Tripura



10



Malda



11 12



Darjeeling Midnapore



13



Jalpaiguri



14



Murshidabad



15



Coochbehar



16



West Dinajpur



17



Dakshin Dinajpur Purulia



Different categories of West Bengal handicrafts: The handicrafts of West Bengal portray the legacy of the state, which is renowned. The famous textiles of West Bengal have found a unique place in the world market with its Baluchari Sarees, Silk and Tasar Textile etc., which are produced in districts like Murshidabad, Birbhum, Bankura, Hoogly and Nadia in West Bengal. Moreover, handloom of these districts is also popular. Other crafts like jute crafts, wood and cane crafts, conchshell crafts, brasswares, Dokra art and folk dolls are also popular crafts of West Bengal. Every district of West Bengal practices a number of handicraft activities out of which they specialize in one or two. Some important handicrafts in west Bengal are shown in the table below.
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Table-1 Some important handicrafts in west Bengal 1.



Kolkata



2



Nadia



3



Howrah



4



Bankura



5



South Parganas



6



North Parganas



7 8



Hooghly Burdwan



9



Birbhum



Silver Filigree Work, Needle Works & Embroidery. Cane & Bamboo, Dokra, Needle Works & Embroidery. Brass & Bell Metal, Hill Craft. Brass & Bell Metal, Cane & Bamboo, Dokra, Horn Products. Cane & Bamboo, Clay Dolls, Needle Works & Embroidery. Brass & Bell Metal, Clay Dolls, Needle Works & Embroidery. Cane & Bamboo, Clay Dolls, Needle Works & Embroidery. Brass & Bell Metal, Cane & Bamboo, Clay Dolls, Silver Filigree Work, Needle Works & Embroidery. Cane & Bamboo, Needle Works & Embroidery. Cane & Bamboo, Needle Works & Embroidery.



Diagrametically we get the following items which represents handicrafts items of West Bengal



Brass & Bell Metal, Cane & Bamboo, Clay Dolls, Needle Works & Embroidery, Pottery & Terracotta, Jute Products, Artistic Leather Products. Brass & Bell Metal, Cane & Bamboo, Clay Dolls, Needle Works & Embroidery. Cane & Bamboo, Needle Works & Embroidery. Brass & Bell Metal, Dokra, Needle Works & Embroidery. 24 Cane & Bamboo, Clay Dolls, Silver Filigree Work, Horn Products, Needle Works & Embroidery. 24 Brass & Bell Metal, Cane & Bamboo, Needle Works & Embroidery. Needle Works & Embroidery. Dokra, Clay Dolls, Needle Works & Embroidery. Brass & Bell Metal, Cane & Bamboo, Dokra, Clay Dolls,
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ways. The potential of bamboo handicrafts has not been properly tapped; for instance, export of some of these items to other countries and proper marketing within the country have not received adequate attention. Intermediaries still play an important role in the industry which often hinders its progress. Profitability in the manufacturing of handicraft products is very low. Technological progress is inadequate because of structural and financial constraints. The technical and financial capabilities of the new generation artisans to meet challenges in the industry in the context of globalization are less. Thus, the future of this industry depends on the resolution of several problems confronting it. This study is a modest attempt to examine the various socio-economic problems of bamboo handicraft industry in Jalpaiguri District (sadar block) and to suggest strategies for its optimal and sustainable development. Objectives of the Study: 1. To identify and assess the problems of bamboo handicraft industry in Jalpaiguri Sadar Block, 2. To sketch the socioeconomic profile of the artisans, 3. To suggest strategies to improve the condition of the industry. Methodology of the Study: It is a product based empirical research conducted in Jalpaiguri district specially sadar block.This study will be based on both secondary and primary data. The primary data will be collected through structured questionnaire. Some photograph’s may be given to show the products, living conditions of the artisans and the data can be depicted by charts , some simple statistical diagrams etc. for investigating the present status of bamboo market the sellers will be selected randomly and interviewed through structured questionnaire and for bamboo handicrafts clusters snowball sampling technique is used.for secondary data or informations relevant articles , reports and documents are used.



Importance of the Study: The function and importance of Indian Handicraft Industries in India Economy is very vital and its contribution is increasing steadily day by day. Today, this industry comes under the unorganized sector of village economy of India and even considered as the second biggest employment-creating sector after agriculture with abundant artisans engaged in craft work on a part-time basis. It is one of the few important industries in India that provides service to over 6 million artisans, along with a large number of women and people from the weaker sections of society.



Area of the Study: Due to financial resources and time constrained this study will be done by taking the Jalpaiguri Municipality and Sadar block. The sadar block consists of 14 gram panchayats viz. Arabinda, Boalmari–Nandanpur, Kharija–Barubari–I, Paharpur, Bahadur, South Berubari, Kharija–Berubari–II, Patkata, Baropatia Nutanabos, Garalbari, Mondalghat, Belakoba, Kharia and Nagar



Bamboo handicraft sector is predominant in the Indian handicrafts and there are millions of people who depend on bamboo for part or all of their income. The whole plant part of bamboos can be utilized in many ways thus becoming the highest economically potential plant of the region .Bamboo and its products are eco friendly in nature and it shields from hard pollution in different 148
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Berubari. But in future it can be extended to whole Jalpaiguri, Alipurduar District and North-East India.



Bamboo products are classified under two headings.Cane and Bamboo Products and Bamboo articles or products As per the data up to March 2014, there are 151 individual enterprises producing or selling bamboo products in the district of Jalpaiguri. There is no information about the clusters. Out of 151 enterprises 22.52% goes to Jalpaiguri district and the remaining 77.48% to the Alipurduar District. in Jalpaiguri sadar block Pabitra Nagar Colony occupies 15.38%, College Para (Kharia)=15.38%,Assam More (Mohit Nagar)=46.15%, Denguajhar 15.38% and Engineering College More 7.69% of the registered enterprises. (source DIC,Jalpaiguri)  Samples collected in this study  Cluster -1. Dhara Patti  Cluster-2. Panpara Harisabha  Cluster-3. Arabinda Cluster  Cluster-4. Pabitra Nagar Colony Findings: 1 Some photographs (Cluster-1- Dhara patti) are given below showing different essential bamboo products in Jalpaiguri municipal areas
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Pic-2 Some photographs of Gourihat area (cluster-3) and Pabitranagar Colony(cluster-4) Pic-3 some photographs of Deguajhar haat some photograph of panpara harisabha cluster Table-2 Bamboo handicrafts and its retail price in Dhara patti (Municipal Area, Sial para)
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time only 50% of the artisans in this cluster works the remaining artisans do not produce at home they purchase from remote clusters (through middle man) and sells in the road side. Lack of capital is one of the important problems for this cluster. With capital they could take one space for their products and could purchase many raw materials at a time. This may reduce their cost of production. The artisans do not purchase bamboo all the time from bamboo market which is 5 to 6 km away from their home because of carrying cost. The carrying rate is rs. 20 per bamboo. Hence they have to sacrifice roughly Rs.120 per bamboo, where as they can purchase one bamboo by rs100-110 from their cluster. Here 8-10% households are selling only bamboo. They purchase large amount (40 to 50 bamboos) from the market and keep in the road side (opposite to their home) or keep in front of their home since they have some space to keep 40-50 bamboos.



Table-3 Some Basic informations of Dhara patti (Municipal Area, Sial para): Total no of Male(age Femal Educatio Family Workin ) e n of the Membe g artisan r Persons 4 2 1(44) 1(34) up to class V 3



1



1



1



1(81)



up to class IV 1(32)



Some special type of products are prepared here. Say Bird’s cage. Here one day labour is needed to produce one piece of cage. But its retails price rs. 100-120. Its unit cost is Rs. 30-35. The upper portion of can also be used for the production of this product. Its demand is very low specially after banning on catching birds.



up to class VII



This cluster enjoys the locational benefits. Since this locates behind the high road opposite to JalpaiguriSiliguri bus stand, they can obtain the retail price.



Another product that is Kunia which is used for Bidi making and also used in Chhat Puja. Its retail price is Rs. 80-90. Very few artisans know its making process. The similar type of product which is locally known as Dagra, which is also used in Chhat puja and its retail price is Rs.80-90. Since it is retail market, prices are not generally fixed. It varies from customer to customer specially in festival time.



Near about 40% artisans are not getting any scope to keep or show their products in front of the road side, hence they have to keep their ready-made products in their home or hanging them in front of their home, which is not readily observable by the customer since the entrance of these households is very narrow and un hygienic.



Another important feature of this cluster is that it produces ladder. One big ladder which is used by electricity board can be sold by Rs. 800-900, whose production cost is near about Rs. 300-350. But it takes 2 days to produce one big ladder.



Since this cluster is in the municipal areas the total area is also small compared to remote clusters. Hence they have to work either in their small room or in the main road side. Hence due to storage capacity they can not keep large volume of the bamboo articles.



Some findings from the areas:



In the season time specially before Durga puja, kalipuja, chat puja (September-October to AprilMay) all the households involve in making their traditional bamboo products, but in the rest of the



Clusters in the rural



Table-4 Some basic information of Harisabha cluster
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Total Family Memb er



no of Male(ag Workin e) g Persons



Female(ag e)



Educati on of the artisan



4



2



1(27)



up to class IV



5



1



1(55)



illiterate



6



3



1(60)



2(42,26)



illiterate



8



2



1(71)



1(50)



up to class VI



3



1



1(46)



illiterate



1(36)



In Sept-October demand for bamboo increases due to festive season and hence the price is also high during this season. The only tool is iron dagger ( in local language it is called (hath Dao). Its market price is near about Rs. 500 and longibility is 5-7 years. Every after 10-15 days its needs to renew its sharpness. Near about 10% of the artisans of this cluster go to various fairs i.e Rath Yatra, Rajbari’s fair, the Durga Vasan for selling their product, otherwise, they sale their products to the middlemen according to their language ‘Paikar’, since there is no particular market for these products and this cluster is in back word location. Hence they have to accept the wholesale rate of their products. Very few less than 5% households took bank loan since long but spent for their consumption purposes and could not repay the loan. Hence forth they do not get bank loan, even though they are not interested to face the troubles for getting loan from the govt.



Arabinda Cluster: Table-5 Some basic information of Arabinda cluster Total Family Memb er



no of Male(ag Workin e) g Persons



Female(ag e)



Educati on of the artisan



5



3



2(55,23)



1(45)



illiterate



5



2



1(40)



1(32)



illiterate



7



3



1(66)



2(55,25)



up to class IV



5



1



1(46)



3



1



Due to age many artisans have leave their work (especially due to eye problem). They got unemployed allowance. The amount is Rs. 400 per month (after the age of 60 and Rs. 1000 per month after the age of 80. The artisans under 60years age are not getting any allowance. In the rainy season the loan from mahajan is available. In that case they have to repay with high interest rate. Female members are taking loan from Bandhan. Hence they are to pay Rs.250 per week against the loan of Rs.10000. with in 52 weeks the loan amount has to be repaid.



illiterate 1(85)



illiterate



3 to 4 generations traditional work. Near about 44 households are there in this cluster. Now only 28 households are doing this work. 17 to 81 are the range of age of the artisans.All are Hindus and SC categories. All are family labor. The young generations are not working through out the day like their parents, some times they help in their family business. Supply of bamboo declines in rainy season. According to their words, “Bamboo leaves Ghaja” (leafs) in this time, so the owners do not cut bamboo from bush. In the rainy season the middle men’s (shown in fig 21) demand for the product is generally low, since little bit of rain water creates black spot on the products, hence customer feels the product is old even if it is new one.



This area is too far from Bamboo Market (Bowbazar, Pandapara). So it is not possible for artisans to bring bamboo from market, because they don’t need huge quantity of bamboo. Only for one or two pieces they purchase from their own areas. Here 2 or 3 persons are individually supply bamboo. Hence the supply of bamboo depends on the performance of these 2 or 3 persons. In other words, in this cluster the supply of raw materials (bamboo) sometimes hampers. They produce product according to their experience and then middlemen took their products. In the rainy season they do not pay the whole amount because of low sale but before puja (Durga, Chhat) they repay the previous outstanding balance to the artisans. 152
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Lack of capital is one of the important problem in this cluster. Because they feel if they had money , they could purchase many bamboo at a time , it would reduce the uncertainty of bamboo supply and also reduce the cost of bamboo.



Natural Fibre Mission (NFM) project, approved by Planning Commission Government of India, is being implemented in West Bengal in the 11 backward districts viz. Jalpaiguri, Uttar Dinajpur, Dakshin Dinajpur, Malda, Murshidabad, Birbhum, Bankura, Purulia, Paschim Medinipur, Purba Medinipur and South 24 Parganas since 2012-13. The project aims at generation and improvement of livelihood of artisans and weavers working with natural fibres like, jute, bamboo, cotton, silk, sabai, sisal, coir and mat. The major thrust areas of interventions have been skill development, capacity building, use of improved tools, product diversification, design development, market linkage and infrastructure development. Directorate of MSME, Directorate of Textiles (sericulture), Directorate of Textiles (Handloom) and West Bengal Khadi and Village Industries Board (WBK&VIB) under the Department of MSME & T, Government of West Bengal are implementing the various schemes under NFM.



Besides middlemen, artisans sale their products in different rural haats eg Talmahut(Friday and Monday), Rajganj Haat (Sunday), Shobar Haat (Sunday, Thursday), Gouri Haat (Tuesday), Danguajhar’s Haat(Friday). Since this cluster is very adjacent to Gauri Haat, so many artisans have the opportunity to sale their product in Gourihaat, but in other Haats less than 5% generally go. This area is too far from Bamboo Market (Bowbazar, Pandapara). So it is not possible for artisans to bring bamboo from market, because they don’t need huge quantity of bamboo. Only for one or two pieces they purchase from their own areas. Here 2 or 3 persons are individually supply bamboo. Hence the supply of bamboo depends on the performance of these 2 or 3 persons. In other words, in this cluster the supply of raw materials (bamboo) sometimes hampers.



1. Market Linkages:



To provide infrastructural facilities for better marketing of local products based on natural fibres, 25 marketing complexes in the form of ‘Karma Tirtha’ will be constructed at different potential places. Training on various matters as well as buyer-seller meets can be organized there. 2. Artisan’s Credit Card: With a view to provide adequate and timely assistance from the banking institutions to the artisans to meet their credit requirements both investments needs as well as working capital in a flexible and cost effective manner, Artisan Credit Card Scheme has been designed for implementation.



They produce product according to their experience and then middlemen took their products. In the rainy season they do not pay the whole amount because of low sale but before puja (Durga, Chhat) they repay the previous outstanding balance to the artisans. Lack of capital is one of the important problem in this cluster. Because they feel if they had money , they could purchase many bamboo at a time , it would reduce the uncertainty of bamboo supply and also reduce the cost of bamboo. Besides middlemen, artisans sale their products in different rural haats eg Talmahut(Friday and Monday), Rajganj Haat (Sunday), Shobar Haat (Sunday, Thursday), Gouri Haat (Tuesday), Danguajhar’s Haat(Friday). Since this cluster is very adjacent to Gauri Haat, so many artisans have the opportunity to sale their product in Gourihaat, but in other Haats less than 5% generally go.



Summary and conclusion: Through this study it is observed that that majority of the artisans are illiterate specially the women. Maximum education is up to class VII .They are Hindu and scheduled caste categories. They are reluctant about bank loan because of security or collateral. Due to their poor economic condition generally they confined with each other in their home. Except few almost all artisans have no idea about ACC (Artisan’s Credit Card), DIC (District



Government’s policy and initiatives: 1. Natural Fibre Mission (NFM) project
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Industrial Centre), EM-II (Entrepreneur’s Memorandum form-II) that is their registration with DIC and NFM (Natural Fibre Mission).Due to uncertainty and time needed for selling their products in HAAT, they like to sale to the intermediaries which provide them much less return compared to HAAT had it been sold. Up gradation of technology and production techniques through various training programs for quality and quantity improvement should be needed. Through NFM it is started, but the number of training, tools given etc are very minimum compared to need.Training should also be done for treatment of the products so that it can be safe from fungus attack . Special attention should be given for handicrafts in school education.The Industrial sector should encourage handicrafts industry by providing handicraft items as a free gift with their complementary and supplementary products. More and more artisans should be linked with the intermediaries who have connection in the international handicrafts market. Some NGO are now coming to purchase their products, so that they can sale those products in big cities or in international market. But this is very few compared to need. Government officials should take the initiatives through door to door survey to educate them about the various government’s schemes or facilities for the artisans. The state Govt. is trying to some extent by organizing handicrafts trade fair in various parts of the state, initiatives for rural , urban Haat, establishing online trading of their products etc. But with out the registration with DIC the artisans can not extracts the fruits of these initiatives.



Registration Certificate of an artisan from DIC



Traditional tools used by Artisans References:  Bhattacharyya D, ‘Handicrafts and Cottage Industries in the Lights of Ancient India, Prior to British Invasion: An Epitome’, International Research Journal of Interdisciplinary & Multidisciplinary Studies (IRJIMS),Volume-I, Issue III, April 2015, Page No. 43-47  Jamir I. &Dr.Natarajan P. ‘Marketing of Bamboo handicraft Products in Dimapur, Nagaland-Traders Perception’ ,Samzodhana- Journal of Management Research, Vol 2, Issue 1, Page 271-288  Jena P.K., ‘Indian Handicrafts in Globalisation Times : An analysis of Global Dynamics’ Interdisciplinary Description of Complex Systems 8(2), 119-137, 2010  Ms. Shreya J., ‘Indian Handicrafts: Growing or Depleting?’ IOSR Journal of Business and Management (IOSR-JBM) PP 07-13 Freelance Faculty & Trainer,  Report on Mapping of Non Financial Gaps in the Agartala Bamboo Cluster , Submitted to: Small Industries Development Bank of India , Submitted By: Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India  Suhail M.G. ,’ Indian Handicraft Industry: Problems and Strategies, International Journal of Management Research and Review, July 2012/ Volume 2/Issue 7/Article No8/1183-1199 ISSN: 2249-7196



Following types of Bamboo are available in Jalpaiguri District
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98FM Case Study 

o Consulting on account structure because they had 10 accounts, 13 profiles and ... player, interactions with videos, clicks off to social media, PDF downloads; ... o Tracking multi-channel marketing campaigns via analytics e.g. mapping show times ..
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Case Study - 

Wow!! A calcium Sandoz bottle is free with it. It's good for his health and strengthening of bones. 7. Son coming to fight â€“ can convince him with 5 flavours and also with the calcium Sandoz as a toy and then good for health. More muscle is what he
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Google Case Study Template 

About Havas Digital. â€¢ www.havasdigital.com. â€¢ Operates from 54 cities in 40 countries. â€¢ The holding company that manages all of Havas. Media's interactive operations, Havas Digital offers interactive media and mobile advertising networks, a c
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case study 

Attitude & Identity Survey). D. Word Analysis Skills (Early Names Test). APPLICATION (+ Strength; - Weakness). Initial Consonants. __+___. Ending Consonants.
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